Technology
That Connects
Students & Resources

Digital technology transforms engagement across every aspect of education. Students of all age levels understand and expect integrated technologies to be part of their learning experiences, just as they are in their lives outside school. The role of technology is a change that we saw coming and helped advance through our innovation across learning communities.

We have the proven experience and future-forward programs to help you seamlessly connect your students, staff, and community members. With us, you get access to insightful analytics, user-friendly apps and websites, and in-school screens that provide engaging platforms for education and entertainment.

Our partnership with UPshow delivers an affordable way for schools to go green, replacing paper signage with digital communication. Beyond that, UPshow provides engagement, entertainment and education in a student-friendly format – these tools foster social connection (trivia and announcements!) and help students order their food faster, giving them maximum time with friends.

Tech that Empowers
Digital engagement tools are smart and effective ways to give students a voice in their learning community.
Our digital engagement programs enable you to bring your learning community closer together while improving convenience, quality, and inclusivity across the spectrum of your operations to make your students happier and your job easier.

**More Engaging Experiences**

**App-Enabled Remote Communication (So Happy)**
- Digital Ordering Platform
- Pre-Ordered Meals
- Social Outreach & Communication
- Mobile Engagement & Instant Feedback (myDtxt)

**Website Solutions**
- (SodexoMyWay)

**Analytics**
- Data-Driven Health, Food, Participation & Menu Optimization

Let’s work together to help you create stronger foundations for your learning community! Visit www.US.sodexo.com/schools, email schools.us@1.sodexo.com, or call 1-833-955-1496 today.